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Predicting the geodetic signature of MW  8 slow slip events
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[1] Elastic dislocation models of geodetic measurements
above subduction zones have led to the identification of
MW  6.0– 7.2 slow slip events (SSEs) that release elastic
strain over periods of days to months, but great (MW  8)
SSEs have remained unidentified. We extrapolate
observations of SSE duration and slip magnitude to show
that slip velocity decreases with event magnitude and
predict that the slip velocity of MW  8 SSEs is 50 mm/yr.
The slip velocity for great SSEs may never exceed the
plate convergence rate and thus never produce a reversal
in trench perpendicular motion. Instead, geodetically
constrained estimates of apparent partial elastic coupling
on subduction zone interfaces worldwide may be direct
observations of ongoing MW  8 silent earthquakes with
durations of decades to centuries. Citation: Meade, B. J., and
J. P. Loveless (2009), Predicting the geodetic signature of MW  8
slow slip events, Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L01306, doi:10.1029/
2008GL036364.

1. Introduction
[2] Fault slip that occurs with a period of days or longer
and fails to generate damaging seismic waves defines the
occurrence of a silent earthquake or slow slip event (SSE).
While the first such event was recognized along the central
San Andreas fault [Linde et al., 1996], current catalogs
show that most SSEs occur in active subduction zones [Ide
et al., 2007; Schwartz and Rokosky, 2007]. These events have
been identified by time-dependent geodetic observations of
crustal deformation in the overriding plate above subduction
zones including Cascadia [Dragert et al., 2001; Miller et al.,
2002], New Zealand [Douglas et al., 2005; Wallace and
Beavan, 2006], Nankai [Hirose et al., 1999; Obara et al.,
2004], central Japan [Ozawa et al., 2002], and Guerrero
[Kostoglodov et al., 2003; Larson et al., 2007]. Throughout
the duration of an SSE, thrust sense slip on the subduction
zone interface elastically deforms the overriding plate,
generating coseismic sense surface displacements toward
the trench [Dragert et al., 2001]. These displacements are
opposite to the sense of motion that characterizes the locked
behavior of a fault during the nominal interseismic period
[Savage, 1983] and is thus termed a reversal. Geodetic
reversals are often considered the diagnostic signature of
SSEs and have been used to constrain temporal and spatial
characteristics of SSE slip. Here we use event duration and
slip magnitude estimates to show that average SSE slip
velocity, vSSE, decreases with event magnitude and is well
described by a law derived from ordinary earthquake (OE)
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magnitude-area relationships [Wells and Coppersmith,
1994], creep event stress drop estimates [Brodsky and Mori,
2007], and the SSE magnitude-duration relationship [Ide
et al., 2007]. If MW  8 SSEs exist, slip velocities are
predicted to generally be less than plate convergence rates at
subduction zones, vs (<120 mm/yr). In fact, the predicted
slip velocity of great SSEs is slow enough (<50 mm/yr)
and their durations long enough (>10 years) that MW  8 SSEs
may never exceed the rate of subduction and thus never
produce a geodetic reversal. Instead, thrust sense SSE slip
may release a fraction of the accumulating strain, creating the
appearance of a partially coupled subduction zone (as inferred
from elastic dislocation models of nominally interseismic
geodetic measurements; hereinafter referred to as ‘‘apparent
partial elastic coupling’’) that is a snapshot in the time
evolution of an ongoing MW  8 SSE.

2. A Slip Velocity Law for Slow Slip Events
[3] We define the average velocity of coseismic sense slip
during an SSE as the total slip divided by the event
duration, vSSE = s/T. We consider SSE duration to define
the total interval of time over which an event occurs, which
may include along strike migration, rather than the period of
detection at a single geodetic station. SSE velocities computed from observations of the durations (Figure 1a) and
slip magnitudes of previously recognized SSEs [Schwartz
and Rokosky, 2007] show a decrease in vSSE with magnitude
from 2,000 – 3,000 mm/yr at MW = 6 to 70– 400 mm/yr
at MW  7.2 (Figure 1b). We derive a slip velocity law
consistent with these observations by considering empirical
scaling relationships for SSE duration, stress drop, and OE
rupture area. Ide et al. [2007] found a linear relationship
between SSE moment, M0, and event duration, T, M0  T 
10t (t = 12 – 13), that holds over nine orders of magnitude
in moment (Figure 1a). Substituting this definition of T and
slip, s, as a function of seismic moment, s = M0/mA, into the
definition of average velocity gives vSSE = 10t/mA, where
m is the crustal shear modulus. Empirical studies of OE
dimensions have shown that rupture area, A (km2), scales
with moment magnitude as log10 A = a + bMW [Wells and
Coppersmith, 1994]. We extrapolate this relationship to the
sparsely observed MW > 8 regime neglecting any possible
break in scaling at large OE magnitude. Estimated scaling
values for OEs of all slip styles are a = 3.49 ± 0.16, b =
0.91 ± 0.03, while for the thrust style slip that characterizes
subduction zones, a = 3.99 ± 0.36, b = 0.98 ± 0.06 [Wells
and Coppersmith, 1994]. Estimates of creep event stress
drops have revealed that, for a given seismic moment, the
area over which a creep event occurs is 10– 100 times larger
than that of an OE [Brodsky and Mori, 2007]. This order of
magnitude increase in rupture area can be incorporated into
an SSE magnitude-area scaling law by modifying the Wells
and Coppersmith [1994] OE scaling law coefficient a such
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Figure 1. Slow slip event duration and slip velocity as a function of magnitude. SSEs are from the Schwartz and Rokosky
[2007] compilation where duration, displacement, and scalar moment are reported. White squares are SSEs that occurred in
the absence of macroscopic seismic triggering while dark gray squares are SSEs classified as post-seismic. Black lines
represent reported uncertainties. (a) Observed SSE duration, T, and Ide et al. [2007] scaling law (gray shading) shows the
increase in event duration with magnitude. (b) Mean slip velocity and derived scaling laws. The regions shaded in white
and outlined in gray show the convex hulls encompassing each of the two classes of SSEs. Note that there is negligible
overlap between these two slip velocity regimes. Pink and orange shading indicate the minimum and maximum bounds on
the slip velocity derived from the thrust and inclusive ordinary earthquake rupture area scaling laws, respectively [Wells and
Coppersmith, 1994]. An approximate analytic expression, vSSE = 109.5-MW (mm/yr), is shown as a red line. The region
outlined in blue highlights SSEs with MW > 7.5 and vSSE < 120 mm/yr (less than the convergence rate at most subduction
zones), which would not be expressed as reversals in geodetic position time series but rather as apparent partial elastic
coupling.
that a0 = a + 1 (km2) or a0 = a + 7 (m2). With this definition
of SSE rupture area, the average SSE slip velocity, vSSE
(in m/s), as a function of magnitude is
log10 vSSE ¼ t  ðlog10 m þ a0 þ bMW Þ:

ð1Þ

By combining the estimated scaling values from Ide et al.
[2007] and Wells and Coppersmith [1994], and assuming a
characteristic shear modulus of 30 GPa we find log10 vSSE =
(1.49 ± 0.66)  (0.91 ± 0.03)MW averaged over all styles
of slip (Figure 1b). Focusing on rupture area scaling for
thrust earthquakes [Wells and Coppersmith, 1994] characteristic of subduction zones, we find log10 vSSE = (0.99 ±
0.86)  (0.98 ± 0.06)MW (with the concise approximation
vSSE = 109.5-MW mm/yr). The SSE slip velocity law agrees
remarkably well with all of the observed events excluding
those that represent afterslip following an OE (Figure 1b).
The nature of this distinction may result from the generation

of large-scale coseismic stresses or an ambiguity in the
determination of the dominant post-seismic deformation
process. To avoid the possibility of incorrectly combining the
effects of two separate phenomena, we focus our analysis
on the SSEs that emerge in the absence of triggering by
macroscale seismicity.

3. Geodetic Signature of Great Slow Slip Events
[4] Our derived scaling law makes the testable prediction
that the average slip velocity for a MW  8.0 SSE should be
50 mm/yr (Figure 1b). Such a slip velocity may not exceed
the rate of plate convergence, vs  20– 120 mm/yr, at the
subduction zones where SSEs are most likely to occur
(Figure 1b). For this case, where vSSE < vs, the combined
effects of SSE slip and interseismic strain accumulation
will not produce net thrust sense slip on the subduction
zone interface during the SSE. Thus, the anticipated geodetic
signature of a MW  8 SSE is not a reversal in motion in the
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Figure 2. Synthetic position time series at a geodetic monument 100 km away from the trench of a subduction zone
dipping at 25°. The three colored lines show the position evolution for MW = 7.5, 8.0, and 8.5 SSEs with durations of T = 4,
22, and 123 years and mean vSSE of 145, 47, and 15 mm/yr, respectively. A MW = 9.0 SSE, with duration 694 years and
mean vSSE of 5 mm/yr, is indistinguishable from the steady state, fully coupled interseismic signal (black dashed line) over
the first 100 years of its duration. The vertical black lines mark decadal intervals characteristic of the longest observation
period of continuous geodetic networks. Line color indicates the percent deviation from linearity over any 10-year interval.
The ten year intervals with the maximum deviation from linearity ( 0.6% and 12.6% for MW = 8.5 and MW = 8.0 SSEs,
respectively) are shown in the upper and lower inset panels.
overriding plate as has been observed for smaller events
[Dragert et al., 2001]. Instead, the net rate of slip deficit
between the downgoing slab and the overriding plate at the
subduction zone interface will be vs  vSSE, reducing the
rate of elastic strain accumulation in the overriding plate.
This predicted signature of large SSEs has been previously
interpreted as apparent partial elastic coupling on the plate
interface using nominally steady state geodetic velocities
and elastic dislocation models in the Japan [Nishimura et
al., 2004], Nankai [Gao and Schmidt, 2006], Cascadia
[Wang et al., 2003], Kamchatka [Bürgmann et al., 2005],
New Zealand [Wallace et al., 2004], Alaska [Freymueller
and Beavan, 1999], Sumatra [Simoes et al., 2004],
Central America [Norabuena et al., 2004], South America
[Khazaradze and Klotz, 2003], and Guerrero [Larson et al.,
2004] subduction zones. In each of these regions, the fraction
of apparent partial elastic coupling, c, has been mapped
between two end member models, complete coupling, c = 1,
and zero coupling (fault creep), c = 0, while the possibility
that net thrust sense motion may be ongoing is generally
excluded [Larson et al., 2004; Wallace et al., 2004]. These
pervasive observations of apparent partial elastic coupling
are exactly the predicted signature of MW  8.0 SSEs and can
also be used to infer SSE slip velocities, vSSE = vs(1  c).
[5] Because a MW  8 SSE would occur over such a long
period and continuous geodetic time series rarely span more

than 10 years, it is not yet possible to observe more than
a snapshot of large SSE time evolution. However, initial
observations of time-variable apparent elastic coupling, such
as that discovered in northern Honshu [Nishimura et al.,
2004] and northern New Zealand [Árnadóttir et al., 1999],
may allow for indirect imaging of the time history of
evolving SSE slip velocity as the duration of geodetic time
series increases. Over a decadal time scale, the rate change
in SSE slip velocity may be quite small (<5 mm/yr2) and
may appear approximately linear in geodetic time series
(Figure 2). The gradual change in surface measurements of
these events can be seen in synthetic geodetic time series for
independent MW = 7.5, 8.0, 8.5, and 9.0 SSEs with periods
of T = 4, 22, 123, and 694 years, and vSSE of 145, 47, 15,
and 5 mm/yr, respectively. We calculate displacement time
series at an observation located 100 km from the trench,
above a subduction zone interface dipping 25°, extending to
a depth of 40 km, and subject to steady coseismic slip
deficit applied at a rate of vs = 50 mm/yr, characteristic of
an intermediate convergence rate subduction zone (e.g.,
Cascadia or Nankai). Time-dependent thrust sense SSE slip
on the deepest 20 km of the fault, assuming a symmetric,
constant acceleration, triangular source-time function, is
superimposed on the classical fully locked subduction zone
model [Savage, 1983] to produce a composite displacement time series. The synthetic position time series for the
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MW = 7.5 SSE case shows a 4-year long reversal in
motion where the annual displacement is toward the trench
rather than away from the trench as predicted by the steady
fully locked case (Figure 2). This behavior is similar to
the largest of the previously identified SSEs including the
MW < 7.2, Bungo Channel (Japan) SSE in 1997 [Gao and
Schmidt, 2006] and the MW < 7.6 Guerrero SSE in 2001
[Kostoglodov et al., 2003]. In contrast, throughout the
longer duration of MW = 8.0, 8.5, and 9.0 SSEs (T = 22,
123, and 694 years respectively) thrust sense slip never
exceeds the subduction rate and the maximum deviation
from linearity over any ten year period is 12.6% for a
MW = 8.0 SSE and 0.6% for a MW = 8.5 SSE (Figure 2),
suggesting that extended duration geodetic time series will
provide additional constraints on the temporal evolution of
SSE behavior.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
[6] Geodetic detection of apparent partial elastic coupling
may be interpreted in several ways, including 1) steady
creep on the plate interface at a rate slower than that of plate
convergence, 2) an imaging or modeling artifact, or, as
we propose here, 3) the temporary effect of great SSEs.
Previously, this signal has been interpreted as an indication
of variations in material properties of the subduction zone
interface governed by the thickness of subducted sediments,
pore fluid pressure, and/or the location of seismic asperities.
The dewatering of subducted oceanic slabs [Kodaira et al.,
2004], increases in subduction interface temperature
[McCaffrey et al., 2008], and inferred changes in frictional
conditions [Liu and Rice, 2005] below the seismogenic zone
are consistent with the location of SSEs. However, the
fact that SSEs occur at shallower levels [Douglas et al.,
2005; McCaffrey et al., 2008] indicates that simple depthdependent variables are not sufficient to explain the occurrence of all SSEs. SSEs occurring at depths more typical of
seismogenesis (<40 km) also coincide with regions of
apparent partial elastic coupling [McCaffrey et al., 2008;
Wallace and Beavan, 2006]. Further, observed temporal
variations in apparent partial elastic coupling [Árnadóttir et
al., 1999; Nishimura et al., 2004] could be well explained as
a result of time-dependent SSE slip rather than coordinated
macroscopic changes in subduction zone properties.
[7] The possible existence of MW  8 SSEs raises critical
questions with regard to both the mechanics and evolution
of subduction zones as well as seismic hazard along the
most active plate boundary zones. Rate and state friction laws
can explain the emergence and <1-year duration of MW 
6.0– 7.2 SSEs [Liu and Rice, 2005] such as those previously
documented in the Cascadia, Nankai, and Guerrero subduction zones. Understanding the mechanics behind great SSEs
may enable the prediction of the magnitude-frequency
distribution and constrain the potential maximum size of
these events. The creep event slip-area relationship [Brodsky
and Mori, 2007] suggests that a MW = 9.0 SSE would occur
over a rupture area 106 km2, which may be precluded by
the extent of contiguous subduction zone interface unless
there is a scale-dependent physics that increases SSE stress
drop at large magnitudes. Assuming a dip of 20° and elastic
strain accumulation between 10 and 40 km depth, the JapanKamchatka, Aleutian, Sumatra, and South American sub-
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duction zones have contiguous areas of approximately 2.6 
105, 3.3  105, 4.2  105, 5.0  105 km2 and may
theoretically support SSEs with maximum magnitudes of
MW = 8.6, 8.7, 8.8, and 8.9, respectively, if simultaneous
activity along these interfaces were defined as representing
a single SSE.
[8] Future studies utilizing dense geodetic networks will
develop robust maps of both instantaneous and timedependent apparent partial elastic coupling that will allow
for a detailed accounting of the SSE seismic moment
released and the development of time-dependent probabilistic seismic hazard assessment. For example, if the frequency and magnitude of great SSEs are independent of
the plate convergence rate, then more slowly slipping
subduction zones, such as the Caribbean, may release the
majority of accumulated elastic strain during SSEs rather
than OEs, providing a possible mechanism to explain the
apparent dearth of historical seismic moment release [Stein
et al., 1982].
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